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Personalisation is a powerful way of building lasting relationships with customers. We experience it in the offline world all the 
time: the barista that knows how you take your morning coffee, the tailor who remembers your choice of shirts or suits. Being 
remembered makes us feel special, and builds loyalty and passion for the service or company who are remembering us and our 
preferences - quite simply, we are more likely to return and feel connected when we are remembered and made to feel like an 
individual. 

This principle works even more powerfully online. In an online world where 97% of visits to web sites do not result in the desired 
conversion, and more often than not users leave a page before finding what they are looking for, personalisation is needed more 
than ever.

Personalised digital interactions deliver higher conversion rates, whatever behaviour you are trying to drive - be they subscriptions, 
deeper user engagement or end purchases. 

As the leading digital marketing and content management system (CMS), Sitecore delivers an end to end digital marketing 
platform - and it does so by putting personalisation right at its core, allowing you to deliver compelling, individual experiences 
for your site visitors.  

This white paper aims to help organisations develop a clear set of tasks and a roadmap for transforming their customer’s digital 
experiences through personalisation. It covers the process of understanding and defining your audiences and their needs, and 
driving profitability in your online business operations by matching your objectives with those of your customers, and measuring 
the results.

This guide is adapted from a set of talks delivered to packed audiences in Spring 2012 at Internet World 2012 conference and 
Sitecore’s Digital Trendspot events. It was suggested that we worked these talks up into a white paper format, and we thought 
this would be a great idea... and this is the result! We hope you find it useful. 

Your comments are always welcome - please contact hello@cscape.com

Summary
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Introduction
Think about the last great ‘offline’ experience you had as a customer. Why cant 
web sites deliver a similar experience? Now they can...

Digital experiences can take the best from offline and make it even better: Let’s take a leisurely 
weekend visit to a local premium kitchenware shop as an example. Personalisation plays a 
role from the moment we start talking to the assistant about what we are looking for, or 
better still, when they notice our behaviour and make a suggestion. If we are looking at coffee 
makers, they might notice this and make suggestions for other similar ones of different sizes 
or price ranges. Perhaps they recognise you from earlier in the day as you have been shopping 
around at other retailers. If we then tell them we are looking for something under £400, in 
Ferrari red, which makes a mean espresso in under a minute, the assistant can collate all this 
information and are even more able to make effective suggestions for us. 

This typical interaction between customer and business owner happens every day. Everything 
from a smile of recognition to the suggestions as to the products that match your need means 
they:

Remembered you from last time you visited the store•	
Noticed something about you or your behaviour•	
Understood your need for help to make an informed choice•	
Responded to your needs quickly and intelligently•	

All of these are aspects of effective engagement and personalisation - you felt understood, 
remembered and the relationship picked up where you left off last time you visited. All 
these aspects matter increasingly in the online world where competitors are struggling to 
differentiate themselves.

Personalisation... it’s easy?

It is a common issue for brands that they can’t seem to replicate online the personal service 
that they provide through their call centre or by direct contact with a member of staff.  Many 
brands see this as the next challenge, recent reports show that just 11% of brands believe that 
they are achieving some level of personalisation online, but just under two thirds of brands 
want to move ahead with personalisation within the next two years.

Personalisation is extending across social channels too, in our sixth annual survey on the 
state of the digital industry, contributors stated that social marketing personalisation and 
engagement automation are two of the top three areas for investment over the coming year, 
but resourcing and a lack of expertise is still holding many back. Couple that with the third - a 
lack of clear business understanding of analytics - and a picture starts to develop of how these 
three aspects have huge potential to work together very effectively if properly folded into your 
business process.

You can learn more about the six key emerging trends for 2013, and download a copy of the 
cScape Digital Customer Experience Report 2012 by visiting www.cscape.com/reports.

How are brands using personalisation?

Personalisation can apply to any brand in any sector - it’s simply about making it easier for 
your customers and prospects to find what they need across all your digital channels. This 
makes for happier experiences for customers and a far more effective and measurable spend 
of your digital budget. 

Examples of personalisation include:

Recognising a customer’s location (important for mobile of course) and recommending •	
the nearest store or service centre
Recognising the country or region of the visitor to ensure the shoes you are looking at are •	
in US or UK sizes, or the greeting reflects the time of day
Recognising the referrer (via adwords or referring site) so that the context of the visit and •	
what they were looking for is reflected when they arrive
Recognising that the visitor has been here before, looked at and purchased one of your •	
top of the range coffee machines - so reflect this by offering accessories, refills and related 
products.

Some of Europe’s most successful brands are already using personalisation very successfully:

 easyJet, Europe’s leading airline, personalises its homepage for each of its 364 million web •	
visits per year (2011) to show images and content that is helpful and relevant to that visitor, 
such as flights from local airports and prices for popular destinations
 Virgin Active uses personalisation to ensure that web visitors are guided to their closest •	
Virgin Active gym. Reflecting the proximity of the gym and the atmosphere of their locality 
creates a community feel which is vital to drive engagement and sign-up
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cScape are a digital agency based in 
Clerkenwell, London, and have been 
developing award winning digital solutions 
for clients since 1997. 

We set up the Strategy & Engagement 
Unit in 2006 when the user experience and 
customer engagement industry was in its 
infancy. Social media was just emerging and 
personalisation on websites was restricted to 
most popular items and simple related links 
by category. Since then we have developed 
deep segmented multi-channel engagement 
strategies and campaigns for Sony, Chartered 
Institute of Personnel and Development, 
BSkyB and Toshiba using social media, email 
optimisation, behavioural targeting and 
combinations of offline service and contact 
centre engagement.

We are also known for our industry reports, 
of which the Digital Customer Experience 
Report, is in its sixth year and includes 
industry responses from all over the world. 
You can download our latest edition here  
http://www.bit.ly/cereport2011

About cScapeSo the question is, why isn’t everyone else doing it? Personalisation features are available 
in Sitecore (and to some extent in other leading CMS and digital marketing platforms too). 
However, as it was powerfully illustrated at a conference we spoke at recently1, few site owners 
and web marketers really know how to translate their marketing objectives into practical 
personalised experiences for their visitors.

So, while building these experiences drives user engagement which is the key to repeat visits, 
advocacy, increased sales and loyalty (greater revenue for less marketing outlay), clearly many 
people aren’t getting the most from their digital marketing activities.

If you feel you might be one of these people, we have created this guide to defining great 
personalised experiences for your website visitors.

1  Only 6% of 150 senior digital managers at the UK ‘Digital TrendSpot’ conference in March 2012 claimed to be effectively 
using personalisation features.
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Before we get started, it is useful to look at a couple of background questions that will help lay the foundations for your journey 
developing personalised experiences for your customers:

What do you mean by great user experience?1. 
Are you viewing your website as an integral part of your customer’s experience of doing business with you?2. 

Let’s take each in turn:

Define what you mean by great user experience

Start off defining what you want to achieve. Be clear on what visitor and customer behaviours matter to you. Measure 
them directly and trace their route to revenue.

User experience has become a catch all expression over the past few years as marketers bring a range of their communication 
and marketing activities together by placing the customer at the centre. They are asking questions like: how can we build loyalty? 
how can we get our customers to advocate and recommend our products? If only we had a social reputation like that of Apple...

There has been considerable research done around this by some very smart researchers and academics and there are useful 
articles available detailing the various definitions and recommended approaches2.

Every journey begins with a single step... 

Measuring behaviour1. 
Understand needs2. 
Build actions3. 
Deliver business value4. 

2  http://www.davechaffey.com/E-marketing-Glossary/Customer-engagement.htm
    http://www.mycustomer.com/topic/customer-experience/four-challenges-achieving-customer-engagement

Background
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Often people will measure the quality of 
their audience by numbers of visits, unique 
users, page views, email subscriptions, 
Facebook likes and Twitter followers. These 
are only valuable metrics if they are directly 
attributable to the reason you are online 
in the first place. If its to build awareness 
for a new product, numbers of visitors or 
followers might be a perfectly fine thing to 
measure, but do you know how likely they 
are to act upon that awareness to make the 
next step? Whatever the campaign, the point 
is to measure the quality of your audience as 
much as the quantity.

When designing your digital presence, it 
needs to be seen from the point of view of 
the different types of audience. Ask yourself, 
how are their experiences going to be 
defined by:

Who they are•	
Where they have come from•	
Whether they are a previous or returning •	
customer
What time of day/month/year it is•	

Explicitly implicit

You can use various sources of information 
to build a picture of your users, which can be 
categorised across two broad areas, Implicit 
and explicit:

Implicit information - how your visitor tells 
you about themselves by what they do, or 
where they have been. This includes:

Previous site(s) visited•	
Google search term used to find you•	
Pages viewed on your site•	

Social behaviour relating to your product •	
or service
Region or location•	
Information which may or may not be •	
influential on their visit (time of day, 
weather, etc)

Explicit information - information your user 
wants you to know about them, or has made 
public on purpose. This includes:

Age, gender, address or any other •	
information provided at registration
Email address•	
Last interactions they had with you in a •	
previous contact event
Previous activity in customer •	
communities

This exchange of information in return for a 
more personalised experience is one of the 
fundamental principles of digital marketing. 
In fact it’s a fundamental principle of good 
service. You, the customer tell me about 
yourself, and I, the service provider, will tailor 
your experience and do my best to serve you 
what you need. It is now reasonably accepted 
that this information can be gathered and 
used across the digital journey they take with 
you, but remember it’s a two way agreement 
or ‘contract’, between you and your visitor. 

The important thing is to be clear on why 
you need the information and demonstrate 
the benefit to them of providing it as soon as 
you can. Obviously there are responsibilities 
which come with this ‘contract’ and you, of 
course, must not abuse their trust. The much 
reported recent change in cookie law is one 
part of this story to be aware of, and there 
are guidelines around online privacy should 
be some help too. 

See your digital customer journeys as part of their 
wider experience

See this as one part of an overall customers’ experience. How does the 
personalisation you are developing fit into your wider ‘brand experience’ and 
marketing campaigns? Remember that every touchpoint is a reflection on the 
quality of your product or service, make them all count.

A typical customer experience is likely to start somewhere ‘off-site’ where you can influence 
it directly. Some visitors may come via a link from somewhere else (a ‘referrer’) or directly by 
typing in the web address into the browser. But the reasons and contexts for these visits can 
vary dramatically and be both digital and ‘analogue’ in nature. Here are some examples:

‘Digital’ sources of traffic ‘Analogue’ sources of traffic

Google adword campaign•	
Social media advert - on Facebook or •	
LinkedIn
Social media mention - comment or •	
referral
Link in a promotional email to an offer•	
Mention within a related discussion or •	
community (for example of your bike 
within a cyclists forum)
Customer review site such as ‘Reevoo’•	

Poster, radio, TV ad campaign•	
Magazine article or review•	
Leaflet or pull out from a magazine•	
Referral from a friend or conversation•	
Experience the product first hand and •	
visiting the website
A support query, ordering accessories •	
or spares
Wanting to feedback or making a •	
complaint

It is, of course, impossible to know the sources of all visits to your sites, but Sitecore has the 

ability to provide you a strong identifier to a good number of them based on this explicit or implicit 

information described above. Sitecore’s analytics platform includes the ability to view and group 

site visits by referrer, source type, domain and location (where this information is available).

With this information, and using Sitecore’s personalisation features, you can provide content to 

users which reflects what you know about their current context and need, is more relevant and 

therefore more likely to persuade them into action. Their next visit to your site will feel more like 

part of a conversation, rather than blind marketing, and thus measurably more effective.
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Delivering the power of personalisation - some key principles:

Sitecore uses the following mechanisms to manage and match content to allow you to 

build personalisation into digital experiences. Below is a definition of these key terms:

Profile•	 : are sets of categories used to define the criteria by which you want to track 

visitors’ behavior. Using our kitchenware business, these might be:

Activity in the kitchen the user is buying the products to help with (cooking,  »
cutting and chopping, breakfast, etc)

Occasion the user may choose to buy (christmas or birthday gift) »

Product type (gift, kitchen essentials, knives, etc) »
Profile Key•	 : an attribute related to a specific profile, (for example, knives, cookware, 

bakeware for the Product type profile)

Profile Cards•	 : predefined collections of profile key values collected in one card 

which can then be applied to content. This allows central management of Profiles 

which will then cascade across all content connected to that Profile. 

Profile Cards – Persona:•	   a profile card associated with a persona with characteristics 

of your website visitor. You will read more about Personas later.

Pattern Cards•	 : sets of pattern values that are used to match a visitor profile in 

real time with its closest pattern, allowing content to be surfaced which is most 

appropriate to that visitor. Patterns can be used to describe behaviour (such as the 

type of products the user viewed, or details on referrer site and context of visit)

Delivering personalisation through your website delivers much more 
than simply ease of use. The way your site greets your customers and 
prospects is a reflection on what they can expect in terms of service and 
attention to details once they start dealing with you. When combined 
with great customer service (whether in your shops, restaurants or 
offices) personalised web experiences can provide a key continuous 
foundation for your customer loyalty and satisfaction.

While we will touch upon theory, the aim of this white paper is 
unashamedly practical. At cScape we have a process for defining 
experiences with our clients that has been developed over many 
years and takes time to go through, but we want to share some of 
that with you here. Opening up the process to everyone can only serve 
to improve it as we welcome your feedback and comments. Try it for 
yourself, let us know if it is useful. We would love to hear about your 
experiences.
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Promote
…across channels to identified user types

User type 1

User type 2

User type 3

Inform & inspire
…through relevant content surfaced on homepage 

according to user type or referrer

Drive action
…through relevant content surfaced on 

homepage according to user type or 
referrer

Homepage

- Article syndication

- Twitter

- Pack promotion

- Customer reviews

- Special offer
- Product page

- Related articles
- Trending topics

- Competition entry
- Customer 

Order brochure, arrange 
demo, make purchase

Share links with friends, 
become product advocate

Write your own review, 
enter upgrade competition

Measure and adjust Measure and adjust Measure and adjust

Building personalised experiences: creating content which appears conditionally according to a user’s type through their 
referrer and other implicit and explicit indicators.

So, lets get started creating some great personalised experiences that really deliver results for your business. 
We have broken the process down into stages for each stage we have summarised the main point to take 
away in blue.
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Insight - into your audience 

Understand your business objectives, and the characteristics of the audience. Discover 
where the opportunity is to enhance the experience for the users while delivering value 
to the business. Define critical success and evaluation factors.

Define - your digital offering

Articulate understanding of audiences through personas and user journeys. Define 
personalisation options. Create the key interaction types and wireframes to define page 
layouts.

Match your content to your user types - by characteristic and needs 

By understanding your users and your content you can now start to match the content 
most likely to inform, persuade and delight the particular user when they visit. 

Build personalisation into page layouts - through adaptive content areas on each 
page

The most effective personalisation keeps the messages clear and simple - focussed on the 
user. Use stakeholder workshops with those on the front line who truly understand your 
users for best effect.

Prototype and testing - with real users

Testing before launch and during the development process is a powerful way to ensure 
the project stays on track, and build support for it across your colleague and customer 
communities.

Evaluate and evolve - effectiveness of your strategy 

Ongoing evaluation of the deliverables against original strategic objectives. How are 
audiences changing? Iterative releases allow incremental improvement and a focus on 
effectiveness.   

1

2

3

4

5

6

The process of designing 
personalised experiences

Following a process allows you to understand and meet the digital 
objectives for your business and audiences in a sustainable and 
measurable way.
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Insight - into your audience

Who are your customers? What are their most common needs? 
When and where do they need you most? How can your products 
and services best meet these needs, and, most importantly of all, 
how is it most profitable to do so?

The Insight phase sets out to define the why and the how of your digital activities. Completion 
of the insight phase should provide a clear understanding the characteristics and objectives of 
your business and your audience. It should explore issues such as:

For your business:

What are we trying to achieve with our online presence?•	
What would a successful outcome of this project look like?•	
How is the digital side of our business going to drive efficiency, profit, effectiveness, loyalty, •	
customer delight?
How can we use our competitive advantage to add something special to our digital •	
experience?

For your audience:

Who are the main categories of our audience? How can we most effectively describe •	
them?
What are the key needs of each category? which needs are exclusive to a category, which •	
are shared?
What events do they tend to most need us? (e.g. birthdays, car breakdown, remortgage •	
application) or time of day, week, year?

The extent to which your audience requirements define your business strategy will depend 
upon the kind of business you are in, and the scope of the services you are creating. It is 
essential to have a view of both before you set out.

Activities:

Set clear business objectives 1. - Set up a workshop to agree your business objectives and ask 
yourself questions such as these:

Is your website a support aspect or a full business channel? a. 
What does success look like across each? b. 

Working from your business objectives, define what these look like practically for a user. 
Are you going to know what success looks like? Increased sales is a great ambition, but 
unless you know what it means for each user, you can’t design segmented personalised 
experiences to drive these more strategic objectives.

360 degree view of your audience2.  - developing a clear view of who your customers are 
is paramount as a foundation for being able to target them effectively. Combine the 
following:

Sales and web analytics (including CRM data)a. 
 Customer research - questionnaires and interviewsb. 
 Existing artifacts (personas, etc)c. 
 Experience of your front line staff d. 

The first two of these should be prepared and discussed with the key people involved and 
a set of summary learnings pulled from them. But don’t keep it from your front line staff, 
who might be experiencing something completely counterintuitive. It is important to 
remember that what your customers say and what they actually do can well be different.

What are the key problems customers are having when connecting with you? Are there 
common issues that arise across retail outlets, contact centres, and website? Know your 
abandonment points. What times of the day do they choose to interact? Which devices do 
they use? 

Step

1
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Create your desired user flow3.  - In order to measure the 
effectiveness of different interactions and pathways through 
your digital presence and beyond, you need to create a user 
flow for each typical visit. This is a hierarchy of interactions 
and content types which, if executed or viewed by the user, 
has a value to you either individually or as a part of a set 
of repeated interactions. The user flow can be set out as a 
simple flowchart with each stage given a value you can 
measure through Sitecore’s engagement analytics feature. 
These values can be expressed as scores, and these scores 
will be added later to Sitecore pages and forms to provide 
analytics on the value of your visitors’ activity. This can be 
used for effective marketing automation and offer targeting 
at visitors by how qualified or valuable they are. Scores might 
include:

the view of a product page for a set of cookware 5 points »
the completion of an enquiry form 10 points »

the download of the cookware brochure 20 points »
the filling out of a ‘call me back’ form 50 points »

Creating a set of these flowcharts will allow you to map and 
automate responses to the different stages of your key typical 
user visits. Responses might include an email thanking the visitor 
for their brochure download or a message sent to your call centre 
people with the visitor’s details (phone number and what they 
were interested in) to call the visitor back. 

You may find your sales team already have established these 
key comparative values as part of their sales qualification 
process. Either way, they should be interested in contributing 
to this process. 

Recruit and build your user team4.  - Customers and prospects 
can and should be the secret weapon in your toolbox for 
creating brilliantly effective experiences. With digital such a 

key part of most outward facing business activities nowadays, 
your project is likely to attract a lot of attention from your 
colleagues - many of whom will have ‘expert’ views on the 
form it should take. Listening to these views and managing 
these internal stakeholders is important but at the end of the 
day there is nothing like the opinion of a group of customers 
to focus the discussion. Find a small representative group of 
users at the start of the project and involve them throughout 
- from identifying their needs, to defining and testing the 
solution. If you can, even recruit your biggest critics and the 
customers of your competitors - they were upset and went 
elsewhere for a reason; find out what it is, and if necessary, 
fix the issue. Key opportunities where you can involve users 
arise at the end of each stage in the development process 
and during build.

View 
product 

page

Complete 
enquiry 

form

Download 
cookware 
brochure

Complete 
‘call me 

back’ form

5 points

10 points

20 points

50 points

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Total user visit value: 85 points
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Define- the most effective digital 
offering

Create the experience most effective for your business and 
your customers - through personas, key requirements and 
user journeys. Don’t be afraid to prototype, test and make 
mistakes - hugely cheaper and more useful to learn these 
lessons prior to building your website. 

The definition phase brings together all the research you have done in the Insight 
phase and creates the foundation for your digital experience. Developing personas and 
user journeys allows you to create a vivid and shared picture of how your website will 
serve your different audience groups. this is the stage where you need to understand 
and match the content and assets you have to these audience groups and discover 
where the gaps and and begin to curate the experiences.

Activities:

Group similar types of user behaviours1. : Once you have looked at your analytics, 
gathered experiences from your users, and spoken to your front line staff, you 
are ready to start making sense of this data and building a picture of your users, 
and how you might fulfil their needs. When you start to group similar patterns 
of behaviours together you will hopefully start to see patterns emerging that are 
common across your sample. Use a typology diagram like the one on the right for 
this activity, aggregating visits by time of day, occasion, user desire or preference. 
 
Plot related issues and needs together across a set of axes showing level of 
engagement, frequency of visit or value of purchase. The typology graph opposite 
shows an example of this kind of approach. This has allowed us to identify where 
we might target our two key user types:

Value Seeker – infrequent visitor, tends to purchase at key occasions (for birthdays,  »
Christmas, etc), but would be likely to share their experience of a premium high 
quality shopping experience with friends and family. 
 Premium Spender – regular registered shopper, often buys premium items and  »
represents significant source of profit. Discerning and expects high quality 
service. Identifies themselves by their patronage of the store and association 
with our brand.

Group your user behaviours: You can see from the diagram above, our users tend to be casual visitors 
buying gifts, but a small number are highly engaged and subscribe to the newsletter. A business 
objective here might be to drive more users into the ‘passionate and engaged’ category associated 

with  more regular and higher value purchases.

Step

2
Casual

Problem solving

Analytics Feedback Questionnaire

Passionate

Advocate
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Sources of user insight:

Show-offChristmas / birthday 
buyer

Provide advice for 
other customers

Value seeker

Helen

Premium spender

Peter
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Persona type: Value seeker

Characteristics
Low/average income, young family
Likely to compare with cheaper alternatives
Likely to be first time or new to our brand experience

Motivations

New to our product range, looking for small first transaction 
(gift or special treat)
Looking for value (interested in sale items, or last season)
Driven by value (features for £ spent)
Reliability and long lasting is important - unhappy with their 
previous options from our competitors

Offering

Seasonal gift offerings (low-med spend)
Value proposition reminders (quality that lasts)
Sale promotions
Med spend cross- and upsells
Sign up to standard email newsletter

Build your personas2. : Summarise your key 
user types as personas with a set of simple 
needs, and develop a response to each of 
them. You need to answer questions like:

What are their key characteristics? »
What motivates them to come to you? »
What is your response for each? »

Don’t expect to be able to meet all these 
needs but you do need to have a response 
for each one.

From this grouping exercise one can 
develop a set of personas - as we have 
done below. Here, we have created three 
very simple example personas for a 
fictional company, each one describing 
a different level of customer type. You 
will want to make your personas more 

detailed (the more detail you include, 
the more suitable and persuasive the 
messages and experiences you design 
can be). Here we have included the basic 
persona elements of:

Characteristics »  - How can we recognise 
this persona type? What are common 
behaviours and signs?
Motivations »  - What drives them? What 
are their needs and desires?
Offering »  - How can we (the business) 
respond to these characteristics and 
needs? What are the key messages?

Here are some examples of two personas 
which might be typical of an online 
business selling premium kitchenware.

Persona type: Premium spender

Characteristics Likely to be advocate, but will be harsh critic as expect good 
quality service

Motivations
Unlikely to have time to compare, comes to us every time
Uncompromising in expectation, relies on quality
Enjoys status of premium purchases

Offering

New premium product launches
Offers for accessory and related products
Join our premium loyalty club upsell and email newsletter
Refer a friend

Part of this exercise should include 
referring back to your visit of flowcharts 
mapping out the path through the 
site you want people to take. What are 
the ‘buying stages’? Of course if your 
site doesn’t sell anything this buying 
path can be the act of signing up for a 
newsletter or registering for an event or 
demonstration - the end outcome doesn’t 
matter, the point is to clearly understand 
how users should pass through your 
content, learn what they need to learn to 
be able to complete the task. A successful 
buying process is often known as a ‘happy 
path’ - i.e. the path through the site to the 
successful outcome for both you and your 
visitor. 

Remember it is also important to 
consider the ‘unhappy paths’ for these 
key transactions as well. Think about 
what would happen if a user doesn’t find 
what they need? How can you refer them 
to the right people who can help them if 
the website ‘fails’? 

Referring to existing site statistics can be 
very useful for this stage, think about:

What are the most and least popular  »
pages?
Where do people tend to leave the  »
site?
If you have an existing transaction  »
process (such as a shopping basket) 
when do people tend to leave, or 
abandon, the process?
Search data can be useful too - what  »
are the most common search terms 
people use to find your site through 
third parties like Google? and then 
when they arrive, which terms are 
the most popular? Are they what you 
expected?
Which pages generate the most  »
‘bounce’? Bounce is a term given a 
user’s visit to a page, and then them 
leaving again - usually because they 
didn’t find what they hoped for or 
expected.
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Audit content3.  - This can be one of the most difficult steps in the process, and one of the 
most political and time consuming - particularly if you have a lot of content created by a 
lot of different people. Knowing what content you have, who created it when and for what 
reason is very important in being able to develop a shared content governance structure 
to help define workflows and deliver the efficiencies a well managed digital presence can 
offer your business. However big or small you are. there are two key stages:

Content inventory - knowing content exists. This might be best expressed in 
spreadsheet form. If you have a well ordered CMS you may be able to automate this 
process otherwise it can be a painstaking task to go through manually page by page. 
Ask department owners of the content itself to help you by detailing their areas.
Content audit - evaluating your content and the taxonomy/catalogue items. How 
effectively is your material arranged and organised? How popular are individual items 
with users? Again, this will involve content owners themselves, and with luck you will 
have some page by page metrics to measure at least the visits to these pages.

Build a taxonomy4. : If you have a lot of content within your website, and serve a disparate 
and varied audience, effective navigation is critical. And at the heart of navigation is 
taxonomy and categorisation. Creating an effective shared taxonomy which works for both 
your customers and your business internally can be one of the most challenging tasks you 
will undertake in the process of delivering effective personalisation, or developing your 
digital strategy more widely. There are two issues to remember while developing your 
taxonomies:

They are not fixed and need to constantly evolve as your business changes and as certain  »
categories become irrelevant and no longer needed. This requires ongoing governance, 
central responsibility, and collaborative development with content owners.
You may find it tricky to balance how your content owners feel you should organise  »
their content and how your customers use it. Too much reliance on the former and you 
can end up with a siloed approach, lean too far the other way, and the business will 
simply set up duplicates and sidestep the guidelines. The key is to combine analytics on 
how customers browse your content with a workshop with key stakeholders and test 
with both internal and external users. 

Categories & attributes: Returning to our premium homewares company, we might see a 
breakdown of categories and attributes which looks something like this.

Category Attribute

Activity

Cooking
Chopping & cutting
Dining
Breakfast

Occasion
Gift
Essentials
Luxury

Product type

Bakeware
Barware
Cooking tools
Cookware
Knives
Housekeeping
Storage
Tea & coffee

This content audit and taxonomy process will be used to build profiling into Sitecore. Content 

profiling will allow you to match content with user types by matching the profile of the content to 

that of the user through automatic personalisation and surfacing, as well as report on the types 

of user who visited that kind of content.

Once you have audited your content, you can 

start to allocate attributes to content items. For 

example, for our previously mentioned coffee 

machine, we might allocate user contexts 

(reasons to visit) to the item. As you can see left, 

the item is likely to be purchased as a gift, or for 

a special occasion (such as a wedding present, 

or by someone who shows through the other 

content they view, that they are a coffee lover. 

Labelling content in this way means you can 

deliver relevant content to users based on their 

behaviour (what other content they look at) or 

based on their referrer (for example, this coffee 

maker would be shown to a user who has come 

from a Google adword campaign targeting 

serious coffee drinkers.
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Match content and experience to your 
user types

Create a set of experiences and content offerings to cater for each of 
the core needs of your user types, which achieve the site’s business 
objectives set out in the first ‘insight’ step. 

User type
Personalisation 
type

Personalisation 
conditional

Content view Business objective met

Value seeker

Prescriptive

Content we want 
everyone to see 
dependent on 
referrer

This month’s 20% 
off offers and 
sales promo

Clear out excess stock 
from warehouse

Subscriptive

Content user 
can sign up for if 
registered

Email newsletter 
for end of line or 
future sale items

Build opportunities 
for further 
communications with 
users

Adaptive

Offers relating to 
content they have 
viewed

Non sale items 
other customers 
viewed with sale 
items

Upsell to convert ‘value 
seekers’ into ‘solid 
regulars’ customer 
type

Premium 
Spender

Prescriptive

Content we want 
everyone to see 
dependent on 
referrer

Premium high 
spender promo 
messages

Increase average 
revenue per customer 
(ARPU)

Subscriptive

Content user 
can sign up for if 
registered

Email newsletter 
for new products 
added and 
exclusive launches

Build opportunities 
for further 
communications with 
users

Adaptive

Offers relating to 
content they have 
viewed

Accessory options 
available with 
core products 
viewed

Exploit cross and upsell 
opportunities

Step

3

Profiling your content not only allows you to organise and plan your content generation activities, 

but also forms the basis for Sitecore’s predictive personalisation features. 

It is called Predictive Personalization, because of the capabilities to recognise a visitor towards a 

predefined set of behaviours (or Patterns - which we mentioned earlier) and show relevant content 

according to that match.

The key stages are:

Configure profiles - which are used to profile visitors according to their browsing behavior. •	

Simply put, this is setting up your personas so Sitecore can recognise the different types of 

user when they arrive.

Profile content - which is to ‘label’ content according to your categories and attributes•	

Configure Patterns, that are used to match the visitors real time profile against predefined behavioural patterns •	

within Sitecore

Configure personalised content, based on the Pattern match•	

Lars Petersen has a great guide on this, you can read here:

http://www.sitecore.net/Community/Best-Practice-Blogs/Lars-Petersen/Posts/2012/07/Harvesting-Low-Hanging-

Fruit-Web-Personalization.aspx

http://www.sitecore.net/Resources/whitepapers/Easy-Personalization.aspx

Once you have an agreed set of user types, 
customer needs and you understand your 
content, you can start to develop the actual 
experiences for the categories of users who 
will visit your site. This is the time to revisit 
your business objectives and the observable 
changes in customer behaviour we discussed 
at the start of the process and create the 
groupings of content and transactional 
elements (forms, etc) necessary to best drive 
the change you wish to see in your users. 

This can be usefully laid out in table form in 
the first instance, with headings covering the 
following:

User - the persona type we are catering •	
for
Personalisation type - Covering •	
prescriptive, subscriptive and adaptive 
(read more about personalisation types 

in ‘types of personalisation’ in the 
appendix) 
Personalisation conditional - the •	
conditions we wish to apply to the 
content so it is displayed correctly for 
each user, you have a choice of what 
Sitecore calls ‘predictive’ or ‘pattern-
based’ personalisation.
Content view - short summary of the •	
content or process we want to surface to 
the user
Business objective met - the core •	
business driver for each experience (what 
we are trying to achieve)

Here is an example of a simplified experience 
matrix table, created for the two personas 
we developed earlier. Completing this 
table enables you to develop content 
personalisation models for your users.
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Build personalisation into your page 
layouts

Get the most from personalisation by keeping your user interfaces 
and messaging bold and simple. Provide clear signposting and be 
sure what you are proposing is manageable. 

Once you have defined the content you will be surfacing to each of your user groups, the next 
step is to integrate this into the development of the structure of your site. This structure can 
be defined by User Journeys, Wireframes and IA. We are not going to go into the creation of 
these in much detail as there are many good guides to developing these assets which can be 
found on the Sitecore website.

While you are creating your wireframes, think about how personalisation is going to appear 
on the pages. You probably don’t want to personalise every item on a page to start with as 
this will take time to configure and require a great deal of content versioning. Remember that 
for every instance of a piece of content, you will need to create and curate versions of these 
for each user group. Perhaps you are creating a set of header images for each of our three 
personas described earlier. You might wish to begin with three images on the homepage, plus 
three on every other section top level page. If you add in versions of text, offers, rich media, it’s 
not long before you end up with a lot of content to create for each audience type! So it’s best 
to start with some simply defined areas of the page that adjust to your users according to 
some simple criteria:

By referrer

Users coming from offer on Google with keyword X see page layout A•	
Users coming from keyword Y see layout B•	

By campaign

Users visiting from a link in a promotional or marketing email•	
Users visiting from a link from an affiliate (such as •	 www.kitchenworld.com)

By Behaviour

Users who indicate they are of persona type ‘Value Seeker’ through the content they view•	
Users who indicate they are of persona type ‘Premium Spender’ through the actions they •	
take

Including key areas on each page where personalisation occurs allows for you to plan and 
deliver what content version will displayed under which conditions. The page layout  on the 
next page shows a simplified wireframe of our site homepage with these personalised areas 
built into the page (dotted outline). In this case, these areas have been defined as:

The main headline•	
Welcome message•	
Key calls to action (CTAs)•	
2 Promo boxes•	
News and new product listings•	
Gallery items•	

Into each of these shaded areas we can deliver content which has been profiled as interesting 
to a particular user type or persona using the profile and patterning functionality. Obviously 
having content within these areas that has been designed and created to attract or convert 
the type of user visiting is likely to be much more effective than generic content or content 
based purely on their explicit information. 

Step

4
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Personalisation workshop

Defining the content to be shown to each user type on each page is particularly effective when 
run as a workshop. Throughout your project it’s a good idea to get your stakeholders together 
and involve them in the process, and defining how the pages of the website will appear to 
customers they have day-to-day interactions with can be a nice way to involve them usefully.

It’s a simple process: Talk through the main user groups you have identified (use your personas 
here to tell this story) and set each pair or group the challenge of choosing the right content 
for each group for each type of visit. You might wish to create a set of experiences for repeat 
and return visits and logged in users too. 

Remember though, that even with adaptive personalisation such as that which Sitecore offers, 
you will need to manage the different versions of content as a content team and this will 
take effort and time. So start simple: keeping the number of personalised elements to a fixed 
number means you will be creating a version of each piece of content for each user type, plus 
some additional versions (or combinations of existing versions) most suited to the context of 
the visitor. 

Patterns are a very powerful way for Sitecore to deliver predictive personalisation. This means 

that once content has been profiled, your visitors will be profiled in real time, according to the 

content they look at. So if a visitor to our homewares site looks at tea and coffee products,  

Sitecore will constantly monitor their journey and build up a profile of the visit based on the 

content they have looked at. 

At the same time, Sitecore is constantly evaluating this unique visitor profile against a set of 

pre-defined patterns in order to find a pattern that most closely matches the unique visitor profile 

(in this example the ‘coffee lover’ profile). When the match occurs, then we can trigger our 

personalisation, which can be set by number of pages viewed necessary to build up a suitable 

picture before personalisation can kick in.

Combining this information with the implicit information they bring with them (their referrer, 

Google PPC campaign, etc), and Sitecore is able to deliver powerfully relevant personalised 

experiences.

More on configuring patterns can be found here at Lars Petersen’s blog: 
http://www.larsdk.dk/2011/12/profiling-and-the-power-of-predictive-personalization-with-

sitecore-digital-marketing-system/

Main headline

Main header background image

Welcomemessage

Time limited offer

Key calls to action

Gallery carousl

Footer

Registration or upsell

Promotions 1 Promotions 2 News listings New product 
listings
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Prototype and testing

Involving real users and colleague stakeholders will provide a steady 
stream of improving feedback to your build process and ensure 
you launch an online product your business needs and your users 
recognise as relevant to them.

Before you go live with your site it’s a great idea to put it in front of some real users. In the same 
way you wouldn’t launch a product into the market without testing it first, it is important 
to validate your research and assumptions with some representatives of the market you 
are targeting. There are many companies out there offering testing packages and facilities, 
although for smaller sites you can try this yourself. 

It’s a simple process to recruit a small number of users to come in for a half day and let you 
know what they think, or you can conduct an increasingly useful set of tests using online tools 
you can set up quite easily. These tools range from simple questionnaires, through selection 
and grouping tools to help define information architecture and navigation, to web-based 
heat mapping applications (which record where people rest and click their mouse pointer). 
A combination of face-to-face and online is best. Consider carrying out testing a few times 
during the process of definition and build, if you can. Good stages to test your thinking are at 
the completion of user journeys and wireframes, first interface designs and again at each first 
iteration of new functionality. 

Evaluate and evolve

Launch is just the beginning. Now the real learning starts. Expect 
some surprises and build post launch adjustment into the plan.

Once you have built your site, tested it and gone live, is when the real learning starts. User 
insight is as essential after the launch as it is during the definition and build, and however 
good your information gathering during the early stages, your customers are very likely to 
surprise you once they start using the site. Expect and welcome this when it comes. There are 
always surprises in store (not all of them alarming, and many of them delightful and full of 
opportunity) as users find new and unexpected ways to interact with you.

As personalisation is such a dynamic element of your site, you should plan to learn from 
this behaviour and be ready to adjust. As mentioned earlier, Sitecore allows for predictive 
personalisation using the pattern and profile functionality and if set up correctly, will be 
constantly ‘learning’ how your users consume your content. It’s a good idea to review this on a 
weekly basis for the first few weeks to be sure that the important content is being viewed and 
business goals are being achieved by the right groups of users.

Step

5
Step

6

So, what next?
Thanks for reading, we hope you found this guide helpful and you will put some of these ideas 
and techniques to good use. What can you do now?

1     Tell us how you got on! 

We would love to hear your feedback on this whitepaper including any suggestions around 
how you plan on using the techniques described herein. Please email hello@cscape.com or 
tweet @cscape with your comments.

2     Get in touch and take things further! 

This guide, is by definition a rough guide to defining and delivering personalisation using 
Sitecore. Of course specific approaches for personalisation vary from company to company 
and this is a general approach to tailor to suit.  If you want to explore creating compelling 
personalised experiences that drive ROI and help in defining your process please contact 
us via www.cscape.com/personalise

3    Have a look... 

at our previous case studies and ‘how to’s’ at www.cscape.com


